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Neutral beam injection heating is the most technically advanced and

experimentally proven form of auxiliary tokamak heating. As such, it is

a prime contender for heating TNS. Although existing injection experi-

ments have been uniformly successful, these injected tokamaks are small,

low density devices and are not representative of TNS. In TNS, due to

its large size and density, the major problem is a lack of beam penetration.

In this paper, we attempt to determine the scope of the problem and outline

possible strategies for dealing with it.

A first response to the penetration problem might be to rasie the

injection energy. But this entails severe penalties in injection efficiency.

As the deuteron energy increases past 200 keV, the efficiency of neutraliz-

ing the fast positive ions decreases below 15%. With such a low efficiency,

direct conversion would be necessary in a practice1 reactor and a large

investment in injectors, power supplies and other hardware is required.

The large physical size of such systems may make it impossible to fit the

requisite number of sources on the machine.

To successfully heat the core of the TNS plasma, the ratio of the fast

ion density to the plasma density must be centrally peaked. For the

desired TNS plasma parameters, R (major radius) = 5m, a(minor radius in

equatorial plane) = 1.25m, n , (ri+n)(electron, deuteron and tritium densities)-
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4 x 10 [1-Cr/a) ] , and I(plasma current) = 4.3 MA, a beam energy of 200ke\

gives marginal perpendicular penetration even if Z -f (the impurity level) is 1.

Increasing Z _f to 1*5 makes penetration unacceptable, But, if the scaling law

n « B_/R is to be believ.ed, a tokamak the size of TNS will not operate at the
© JO

above high density without injection. Thus, TNS will have to start at much

lower densities, e.g., n (0) 'v 2-5 x 10 cm" , at which a lower energy beam will

penetrate.

For example, in Figure la, we show the fast ion density profile, H(r), for

a 150 keV deuteron beam. This beam can easily penetrate a 5 x 10 full-bore

TNS plasma and deposit most of its energy in the central region. Consider

injecting into such a low 8 and low density plasma. As the plasma heats up,

we increase the density by gas puffing and/or by pellet injection. Siraultane-
2

ously if we heat fast enough, g increases in a flux-conserving manner. As

this occurs, the flux surfaces shift outward so that the penetration distance

to the magnetic axis decreases. As $ approaches 3%, fusion reactions begin

to occur near the magnetic, axis with the resulting a-particles heating the

central core of the plasma. This is an important effect since by now, the

density has increased to a point where beam penetration is becoming marginal

and most beam heating occurs away from the core region.

— 14 -3

In the final state, 3 -*• 15%, n (0) - 4 x 10 cm and the magnetic axis

has shifted outward to R = 560 cm. Figure lb shows the marginally acceptable

beam deposition in the case where we have assumed a circular plasma with R =

560 cm and a =65 cm.

To test the plausibility of the above scenario, we employed a simplified

1-D flux coordinate transport code together with the FCT equilibrium solver

to see what would happen in a self-consistent manner. We assumed erapirical
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scaling and we arbitrarily increased the density as time progressed. A

net heating of 50MW from 150keV deuteron injectors was used to start the

heating process. As 3 increases, the a-particle heating becomes significant

on axis. Meanwhile, the required injection heating decreases in the center

and the beam deposition profiles can move outward.

When 3 ̂  2%, the a-heating in the center begins to exceed the required

beam power. At 3 ̂  3.5%, the centeral core of the plasma has ignited and

beam deposition in that region is not needed. Indeed, to maintain the p(ifi)

profile, beam heating in the central region should be discontinued.

Therefore, it appears that utilizing a low density startup and taking

advantage of a-particle heating and flux surface shifts will allow 150keV

deuteron beams to have adequate penetration.

• Another possibility for heating TNS is to inject vertically into a

locally produced minimum in the toroidal magnetic field so that the

injected ions are trapped in this well and ¥xVB drift into the center of

the machine. For TNS, we can achieve penetration to the center with only

A

60keV beams utilizing an eyeglass shaped ripple coil. However, ripple

injection is still speculative and may lead to enhanced diffusion losses and

electric field build-up. The field perturbation also resonates with the

rational field lines and may cause magnetic islands or ergodic regions.

An experiment to test the feasibility of ripple injection is planned on the

ISX-B tokamak at Oak Ridge. We have also considered the possibility of

operating TNS in a steady state mode by driving the toroidal current with

tangentially injected neutral beams. Calculations indicate, however, that

the beam power required would be prohibitive for the particle energies which

are required to penetrate the plasma. Lower energy injection into the edge
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region results in a potentially unstable current "skin" profiles and

experimentally difficult due to access-problems.

In summary, there are two approaches that may be able to heat TNS with-

out using unreasonable beam technology. Perpendicular 150keV deuteron beams

may suffice if the plasma is started at low density, and advantage is

taken of the outward magnetic axis shift and the a-particle production which

occur as $ is increased in a flux-conserving manner. Even lower energy beams

may be used in a "ripple injection" mode but the effect of these ripples on

the plasma is not well understood,

The authors wish to thank J. Holmes and R. H. Fowler for their programming

assistance.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1. a) Fast ion density in a low density startup plasma, b) Fast

ion density in the final high $ plasma when a heating is

occuring near r/a = 0. H(r) = fast ion density/average fast

ion density.


